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INTERAX SHORT

TB0 A23C8-BK
JET BLACK

TB0 A23C8-GRB
GRAPHITE GREY

Main Fabric: 42% Recycled polyester / 35% Stretch breathable yarn / 23% Cotton 240g/m²
Gusset Fabric: 88% MIPAN® aqua X® temperature control fabric nylon / 12% elastane 275g/m² 

MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION

OIL,WATER & STAIN
REPEL COATING

Anti-scratch trims to help 
protect anything you 
come in contact with

Double stitched for durability

Hi-viz piping for  
improved visibility

Adjustable hammer loop

Secure thigh zip pocket

Multiple functional pockets 
at hip and thigh

Stretch comfort waistband 
curved to fit the  

small of the back

Timberland PRO® RainRepel™  technology 
features an outer layer that resists 
moisture penetration. It also has a special 
finish to provide oil and stain protection.

100% CORDURA® FABRIC REINFORCEMENTS
CORDURA® fabric is used to reinforce pockets and belt loops for added 
durability, longevity and performance in tough environments.

42% RECYCLED POLYESTER / 23% COTTON / 35% TIMBERLAND PRO® FLEX 
TECHNOLOGY IN THE BREATHABLE COOLMAX YARN WITH RAINREPEL™
To keep you cool and comfortable whilst working, with added RainRepel™ 
technology and featuring 42% recycled polyester and 23% cotton.

52% RECYCLED POLYESTER / 30% COTTON / 18% TIMBERLAND PRO® FLEX 
TECHNOLOGY BREATHABLE YARN TWILL WITH RAINREPEL™
To keep you cool and able to move whilst working, with added RainRepel™ technology 
for water repellence and featuring 52% recycled polyester and 30% cotton.

88% NYLON / 12% ELASTANE
Seamless four-way stretch gusset for improved range of motion utilising 
MIPAN® aqua X® the multi-functional nylon yarn, which provides moisture 
management and a soft hand feel.

ERGONOMIC FIT - Designed to maximize efficiency  
and comfort in the working environment

CORDURA® fabric  
reinforced cargo pockets

Seamless four-way 
stretch gusset for 
improved range 
of motion utilising 
MIPAN®  
aqua X® multi-
functional nylon 
yarn, which provides 
moisture management 
and a soft hand feel

Ruler pocket

ENISO 13688:2013 EN137582:2003+AI:2006
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